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When George Jackson's letters were first released in 1969, they brought ayoung revolutionary to
the forefront of international consciousness. It was atime when dissatisfaction with the status quo

was being expressed by the Black Power movement, the anti-war movement, the Puerto Rican
Independence Movement, the American Indian movement and the Civil Rights movement. Those
movements spoke for the disenfranchised, the poor, the victimized, the imprisoned and the
enraged. George spoke in arevolutionary voice that stunned the world. He was aprominent figure
ofradical thought, and young Jonathan was perhaps the most modern day figure of revolutionary
practice. The assassination ofGeorge and his brother, who was killed in action, figured
prominently in the rebellions at Attica, Rahway and dozens ofother prisons across the country,
and inthedeath of the radical movement of that time. One of the results of those times, thosj^
movements and those courageous opposition leaders is abacklash which we are still feeling.
In the re-issue of Soledad Brothers, Jonathan Jackson, Jr. eloquenflynotes that "George Jackson
cannot and will not ever leave. His life and thoughts serve as the message " Jonathan Jr. also

says that nothing is more dangerous to asystem that depends on misinformation, than avoice that
obeys its own dictates and has the courage to speak out. George Jackson's imprisonment and
further isolation within the prison system were clearly a function of the state's response to his

outspoken opposition to the capitalist structure". Jonathan also states that political incarceration is a
tangible form of state control.

Any commemoration ofGeorge and Jonathan is both avery personal as well as apolitical thing.
From Jonathan I learned the vast difference between a progressive action and a revolutionary one,

and from George I learned, among other things, that awareness compels me to battle the walls of
silence that the government tries to build around our current political prisoners, prisoners of war
and politically conscious social prisoners. From each ofthem, Ilearned the importance ofhonoring
my commitments with everything in my power. Black August ofeach year has become atime for
me to mourn the loss of two extraordinary human beings that rocked the world, and a time of

celebration of their very existence and the considerable legacy and responsibility that they left us.

When young Jonathan Jr. talks about George's "further isolation" within the prison system, he is
talking about the control unit in which George was kept. George's control unit was, like others of
today, asensory deprivation cage which kept him apart from the rest ofthe prison population. The
prison administrators did that then and they do it today for political purposes. They don't want any
Afrocentric, or culturally or politically militant teaching going on in US prisons.

As we sit here, perhaps ten percent of the million and a half people in the prison system in this
country are living in permanent isolation 24 hours aday, 7 days a week, year after year in acage
designed for their mental and physical destruction. In aletter from one of these brothers, he asks
"how does one go about articulating desperation to another who is not desperate. How does one go
about articulating the psychological stress of knowing that people are waiting for me to self
destruct

" He and others living in those isolation cells called control units are living in a world

where psychological and physical brutality ofsavage proportion reigns. The horror stories of what
happens behind these walls of silence are endless - and it goes without saying that those enduring
the torture are those who have been unafraid to make their understanding of the genocide and the

oppression of people of color very clear. It is also clear that the white supremacists who are the

administrators of the prisons and theguards will not stop unless they are given reason to.

Over the 1-9 years that I've been working as ahuman rights advocate for US prisoners, I've gotten
to know many ofthe men and women held in control units throughout the country. I've been

profoundly affected by their courage, their loyalty to their principles and love oftheir people. Iam
convinced that it isthrough the use of this racist practice that the forces for change in this country
have been enormously diminished. Many of the men and women living in these isolation units are
visionaries who the government has attempted to silence. They experience the low intensity
warfare that goes on in prisons every day. They write of being entombed in steel and concrete,

they talk ofthe eerie- silence, ofthe boredom, ofbeing street sick. They write ofthe endlessness of
the days and nights in these units. They write of being placed in the control units for who they are
and what they believe none ofthem have committed any infractions. They are told that this is
not a punishment.
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The United States keeps over 5 million people under some form of social control-It imprisons over
one and a halfmillion people who are mostly people of color. Aside from the mandatory

minimums which state and federal legislatures are passing to increase this population, the Federal
laws being passed under anti-terrorist provisions can make even gatherings such as this suspect,
and therefore open to governmental control. There is a great need for us to keep in our
consciousness the issues involved in the continued growth of prisons, control units and anti-

terrorist laws. Abandoning the precious resource of human beings enduring this kind of

imprisonment is to contribute silently to the ethical bankruptcy, of the racists who control the
existence and practice of such things.

The growing political use of passing laws, using police, the courts and the prisons to oppress and
suppress opposition activity is more prevalent right now than it has been since the 1950's. Ican
think of no better way to honor and commemorate George and Jonathan Jackson than to take to
our hearts George's plea.

He says, "Settle your quarrels, come together, understand the reality of our situation, understand
that fascism is already here, that people are dying who could be saved, that generations more will
die or live poor butchered half-lives if you fail to act. Do what must bedone, discover your
humanity and your love in revolution. Pass on thetorch. Join us

"

About the only thing I can add to George's words of wisdom is that there is so much to be done.
Thank you.

